
Results
- Our automatic test generation model creates 20 benchmarks for Tensorflow to PyTorch, and 20 benchmarks from R Dplyr to Python Pandas. 

We run 5266 total evaluations.

- Mean run-time of 97.23±141.58 seconds, and a median of 14.76 seconds. 

- On average, SOAR refactored an input of 13.6 ±12.14 lines of code to an output of 18.56 ±16.40 lines of code, through one-to-many 

mapping.
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Error message constraint generation:

POS tag each error message word and begin 

constraint generation model

1. Customize 4 POS tag patterns as hyponyms [5] 

(e.g., NN IN JJ NN: tensor with negative dimension) 

2. Use hyponym to find candidate faulty parameter 

and its constraint

3. Mutate program with changed parameter.

Specs: SMT constraint generated by specifications of 

available API documentation. 

Err. Msg: SMT constraints generated by run-time 

error messages.
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1. Collect documentation 

artifacts from official DL API 

sites [3, 4].

2. Create benchmarks based 

on open-source github repos 

API usage  and documentation 

type description.

3. Match with target API. 

4. Synthesize target API 

program.

5. Generate constraints based 

on error messages.
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Motivation:

- Developers working on data science 

applications have an abundance of APIs and 

API versions to choose. 

- The manual refactoring between data-

science APIs is a tedious and error-prone 

task. 

- Developers need to manually read 

documentation to understand hyperparameter 

mappings.

Our Tool:

- Instead of using a large program corpus 

for statistical learning [1], SOAR uses 

readily available and highly maintained 

open-source API documentation to learn 

API representation mappings.

- SOAR uses documentation descriptions 

and compilation error messages to 

produce SMT constraints for the Z3 SMT 

solver [2].

Figure 1. Example refactoring between Tensorflow and Pytorch

Figure 2. Overview of SOAR’s architecture 

Figure 4. Execution time for 16 benchmarks

Figure 3. Example constraint generation


